Whole-exome sequencing identifies rare genetic variations in German families with pulmonary sarcoidosis.
Genome-wide and candidate gene studies for pulmonary sarcoidosis have highlighted several candidate variants among different populations. However, the genetic basis of functional rare variants in sarcoidosis still needs to be explored. To identify functional rare variants in sarcoidosis, we sequenced exomes of 22 sarcoidosis cases from six families. Variants were prioritized using linkage and high-penetrance approaches, and filtered to identify novel and rare variants. Functional networking and pathway analysis of identified variants was performed using gene ontology based gene-phenotype, gene-gene, and protein-protein interactions. The linkage (n = 1007-7640) and high-penetrance (n = 11,432) prioritized variants were filtered to select variants with (a) reported allele frequency < 5% in databases (1.2-3.4%) or (b) novel (0.7-2.3%). Further selection based on functional properties and validation revealed a panel of 40 functional rare variants (33 from linkage region, 6 highly penetrant and 1 shared by both approaches). Functional network analysis implicated these gene variants in immune responses, such as regulation of pro-inflammatory cytokines including production of IFN-γ and anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-10, leukocyte proliferation, bacterial defence, and vesicle-mediated transport. The KEGG pathway analysis indicated inflammatory bowel disease as most relevant. This study highlights the subsets of functional rare gene variants involved in pulmonary sarcoidosis, such as, regulations of calcium ions, G-protein-coupled receptor, and immune system including retinoic acid binding. The implicated mechanisms in etiopathogenesis of familial sarcoidosis thus include Wnt signalling, inflammation mediated by chemokine and cytokine signalling and cadherin signalling pathways.